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 Mlle Bourgeoise Noire and her Master of Ceremonies 
arrive for her 25th Anniversary celebration at precisely 
9:00 p.m. They have difficulty entering (their names 
having been omitted from the guest list at the door). 
After a few peremptory commands by Mlle Bourgeoise 
Noire, they are let in, passing through the tight pink 
maze especially designed by artist David Hammons 
and featuring three salt fish hanging from hooks.  At 
last they can greet the crowds awaiting them. Oohs 
and aahs on all sides for Mlle Bourgeoise Noire’s gown. 
After all these years, it still fits. She smiles, she smiles, 
she smiles. Mlle Bourgeoise Noire has lost none of the 
charm that originally won her crown. Each of her nine 
tails has three white chrysanthemums, which she gives 
to her subjects one at a time as she says, while smiling 
brightly, “Won’t you help me lighten my heavy bouquet?” 
She moves gradually around the room.  Photographers and 
video cameramen are having a field day. Mlle Bourgeoise 
Noire, in her 180 pairs of white gloves, white cat-o-
nine-tails, and rhinestone and seed pearl crown, is very 
photogenic. Unreluctantly, she obliges them. But Mlle 
Bourgeoise Noire has had a change of heart between 1955 
and 1980. She has come to a conclusion. As the band 
goes on its break, she discreetly retires. All her flowers 
have been given away, and now she removes her cape, 
handing it to her Master of Ceremonies. She is wearing 
a backless, white-glove gown. Her MC, by prearranged 
signal, hands her a pair of above-the-elbow gloves, which 
she proceeds to put on. Back and forth she paces, like a 
caged lion and trainer all in one. She beats herself with 
the whip. All these years she has been waiting for this 
25th Anniversary to give her subjects her final conclusion. 
And stalking back and forth in front of the art in this 
50%-black gallery, beating herself with greater and greater 
frenzy, suddenly she stops. Cayenne, where she was 
crowned so many years ago, is not just the others side 
of nowhere. It is the birthplace of the great mulatto poet 
Léon Damas, who knew so many things before she did.  
Tonight she will speak through him. Of course, she will 
make her own additions. “THAT’S ENOUGH!” she shouts 
as she lays down her whip. “No more boot-licking. . .“No 
more ass-kissing . . .“No more buttering-up . . . “No more 
pos. . . turing “of super-ass . . . imilates . . . “BLACK ART 
MUST TAKE MORE RISKS!!!”  Then she quickly exits, leaving 
the court to think what it will. See also: “Mademoiselle 
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Introduction For Those Who Will Know
ARUNA D’SOUZA

“IF PRESSED TO DESCRIBE WHAT I DO,” wrote the artist Lorraine O’Grady 
in a 1983 statement, “I’d say that I am writing in space. I guess that comes from 
being trained as a writer (I went to the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, etc.). But I 
was never able to accommodate to the linearity of writing. Perhaps I’m too 
conscious of the stages I’ve lived through and the multiple personalities I 
contain. . . . The fact is, except for the lyric poem, writing is the art form 
most closely bound to time; but to layer information the way I perceived it, 
I needed the simultaneity I could only obtain in space.”1

Over the past forty- plus years, whether she was operating in performance, 
conceptual photography, the moving image, collage, or the written word, 
text and image have played mutually supporting and endlessly complicating 
roles in O’Grady’s groundbreaking and prescient work: they reinforce and 
undermine each other, illuminate and complicate, contradict and explain, 
resolve and explode. This attention to the interaction between the textual 
and the visual is signaled in the poetry of her earliest artwork, Cutting Out the 
New York Times (1977), in which she clipped out resonant words and phrases 
from the paper of record to produce a deeply personal found poetry. It is fur-
ther developed in the verses that her performance alter ego, Mlle Bourgeoise 
Noire (Miss Black Middle Class), shouted in her guerrilla interventions in 
the art world, and it can be seen in the literal layering of words and pictures 
in her studies for the planned photographic installation Flowers of Evil and 
Good. The relation of image to text is often emphasized in the form of the 
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work itself, in what she describes as the book- like structure of performances 
like Nefertiti/Devonia Evangeline or the “folktale” that was Rivers, First Draft 
or the “novel in space” format of Miscegenated Family Album.2 It is also elabo-
rated in the scripts and image descriptions that she has produced in order to 
document and preserve her visual and performance work, demonstrating the 
care with which she approaches language and its translation into form. And 
it is present, too, in her practice as a writer per se—of criticism, of theory, of 
analysis, of history—describing, mapping out, and making visible, whether 
explicitly or implicitly, the contexts for her art, which revolves around issues 
of black female subjectivity, hybridity and diasporic identities, and colonial 
and racist histories, as well as the inscription of history on the self, the politi-
cal possibilities of art, and more.3 O’Grady’s approach of “writing in space” 
has allowed her to build a theoretical foundation for her practice (to work 
out what she wants her art to do) and to prepare the ground for its reception 
(to give viewers of her work the tools to see what she saw).

This volume gathers the vast range of this important artist’s written out-
put. It begins, chronologically speaking, in 1973, and continues to the present; 
the last few years especially have seen a Îurry of statements, essays, inter-
views, and historical recollections as a new generation of curators, critics, 
and artists discover her work. Also included are a number of interviews and 
conversations: the artist almost always edits her oral interviews, or conducts 
interviews via email, and thus considers them part of her writing. While 
each text has a potency of its own, the accumulation and recurrence of her 
ideas as one moves through time is equally revealing. In her carefully chosen 
words, she reprises anecdotes, descriptions, and histories—but always with 
a subtle change; O’Grady is constantly reframing her own artistic record as 
the signi¢cance of her practice discloses itself to her over the course of time.

The eÈect is not so much repetitive as iterative and emphatic— 
illuminating when it comes to both her working method as an artist and her 
goals as an artist who writes. In the introduction to the script of a lecture- 
performance she gave in 2013 while standing in front of slides of what she 
considers one of her most important pieces—an installation of photographs 
from her one- time- only performance Rivers, First Draft—O’Grady drew the 
audience’s attention to the relationship of the words she was reading to the 
imagery behind her: “The installation being projected here is silent when 
on the wall or on pages in a catalogue, titles newly added. Imagine my voice 
now reading a text which bears on it only tangentially. Of course, you may 
not be able to follow the installation and the spoken text simultaneously. 
But whether you wander in and out of the installation and the text in alter-
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nation, or attend to them sequentially, it’s OK. Cognitive dissonance can be 
overcome when you slow down and repeat.”4 She then repeated the slides 
while speaking the text a second time.

If O’Grady’s texts exist in a ceaseless, unresolvable, endlessly complicat-
ing (and endlessly stimulating) conversation with her artwork, they also 
function as such with each other, which makes putting them together in 
a single volume a diÖcult and delicate task. The artist launched her archi-
val website in 2007, anticipating the renewed—and, frankly, criminally be-
lated—attention her work would receive thanks to its inclusion in WACK! Art 
and the Feminist Revolution, a major traveling exhibition curated by Connie 
Butler.5 The website is designed to make apparent the multiple, overlapping 
relationships in time and space between the various aspects of her practice—
images and visual documentation, her own texts, and other writers’ analy-
sis of her work—and to make available the materials necessary for a future 
theorization of her art. (O’Grady, then in her seventies, designed the site’s 
information architecture herself.) The layering she sought via the concept 
of “writing in space” has been translatable in the digital world; it is harder to 
achieve in the linear, one- page- after- another form of the book. In addition, 
many of the texts gathered here were originally conceived to be presented 
alongside imagery, or to describe imagery—whether in the form of perfor-
mance scripts, or slide lectures, or wall labels for exhibitions. While the vol-
ume includes an insert of images created by O’Grady herself—a carefully 
composed, allusive distillation of her visual output to a few dozen trenchant 
images—the emphasis in this book is on the writing as writing: it is an oppor-
tunity to see O’Grady’s practice from another angle. Gathering these texts 
in such a volume oÈers its own insights: most strikingly, the opportunity to 
slow down and savor her language and ideas; the ability to see the develop-
ment of her thinking over the years; the recurrence and repetition of themes, 
concepts, and stories; and the sheer density of her textual analysis.

O’GRADY BECAME AN ARTIST late in life, at age forty- ¢ve, after years of 
being steeped in language. On graduating from Wellesley College in 1955 
with a degree in economics and a minor in Spanish, she took up positions 
as an intelligence analyst at the Departments of Labor and State in Wash-
ington, DC, scanning international publications and internal reports. “After 
¢ve years of reading ten newspapers a day in diÈerent languages, plus moun-
tains of agents’ classi¢ed reports and unedited transcripts of Cuban radio, 
language had melted into a gelatinous pool. It had collapsed for me,” she has 
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said.6 In spite of, or perhaps because of, this collapse, O’Grady moved brieÎy 
to Europe to attempt to write a novel; when she discovered she didn’t have 
the tools to do so, she returned to graduate school—the Iowa Writers’ Work-
shop, one of the most prestigious creative writing programs in the United 
States. She worked as a translator and then ran her own translation agency 
in Chicago.

She eventually moved to New York City, leaving the translation business 
to become a rock critic for the Village Voice and Rolling Stone while exploring 
the edges of the mainstream art world. One of her early reviews for the Voice 
was a 1973 piece on a joint residency at Max’s Kansas City by two acts about 
to make it big: the Wailers, fronted by Bob Marley, and Bruce Springsteen. 
Of the latter, O’Grady wrote, in her typically lively and con¢dent prose: 
“He’s the real thing. An authentic talent, with a rushing stream- of- conscious 
imagery that is banked by a solid rock- and- roll- rhythm- and- blues beat. At 
times the imagery becomes less of a stream and more of a torrent. It’s enough 
to make a Freudian analyst rub his hands in glee.”7

But O’Grady’s editor at the downtown weekly decided not to publish the 
piece, saying, “It’s too soon for these two.”

This might have been the ¢rst—it certainly was not the last—instance of 
a phenomenon that has doÌed O’Grady throughout her career. As an artist 
and a writer, she has always been very conscious of the notion that her ideas 
have come too soon, before others could see the theoretical landscape she was 
traversing. “The problem is that I’m always saying things that haven’t been 
said before, so it takes a while before they can be heard,” she lamented (not 
without a sense of humor) in 1996.8 From the beginning of her artistic career, 
as expressed in her 1983 performance statement, she saw her job as an artist 
not only to create work but also to create the audience for her work, or, fail-
ing that, to ¢nd ways to make her work available to an audience that would 
emerge in the future: “Right now, my goal is to discover and create the true 
audience, and something tells me that, for a black performance artist of my 
ilk, this will take a many- sided approach. Because I sense that the true audi-
ence may be coming, not here now, I try to document my work as carefully 
as I can.” She goes on to explain, via a reading of HeideÌer’s “The Origin of 
the Work of Art,” something she intuits: “that the work requires an audience 
who, whether or not they are like me, can see what I see.”9

Back then, she found it “possible to imagine a day when we can stop being 
unique and simply concentrate on doing our work. A day when, ¢nally, the 
‘preservers’ [a term she borrows from HeideÌer to signify “audience”] will 
no longer be ‘coming’ but will already be there.” Sure enough, more than 
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forty years later her audience has started to catch up with her, as the wave of 
interest in her practice over the past decade will attest. Even so, in a recent 
conversation with the artist Juliana Huxtable, she once again alluded to the 
ways she is relying on writing to ensure the perpetuation of her ideas and 
the possibility of a deferred comprehension of her project: “At least the writ-
ing gives a ballast, a weight to the visuals so that people do get the sense that 
maybe they don’t understand, and that sense of not understanding allows 
the work a bit of room to at least—I’m not going to say grow—but at least 
persist.”10

O’Grady’s belief in the futurity of her audience and the imminence of her 
work is more than con¢dence in her own genius—it is also a recognition 
of the structural conditions facing “black performance artists of [her] ilk.”11 
Her 1983 performance statement was made, let’s remember, before the main-
stream art world ¢nally, later in that decade, turned its attention to David 
Hammons and Adrian Piper—¢gures who, like herself, were producing chal-
lenging, diÖcult- to- categorize work that grappled with questions of race in 
a way that disrupted easy perceptions of what black art could and should do. 
In 1983, at the beginning of her career in performance, she had few peers, 
outside the small coterie of performance artists she encountered early on at 
JAM, including Senga Nengudi and Maren Hassinger. (She did not even dis-
cover that Piper was a black—or, as Piper describes her mixed- race identity, 
“gray”—artist until years after she ¢rst encountered the work.) As a conse-
quence, she had a strong sense that the art world she aspired to was only be-
ginning to come into formation. With great optimism and not a little deter-
mination, she saw the situation as a temporary one:

I don’t take this as a permanently limiting condition of the work. The 
problem as I see it is simply that, so far, the context of black art hasn’t 
been broad enough for either whites or blacks to become so familiar with 
it that they can cross barriers of race or sex to seek themselves—the way 
anyone can in a Jewish novel, for instance, or even in a Merce Cunning-
ham dance concert. At the moment, individual black performance artists 
are still exotic oddities. But already this is beginning to change.12

O’Grady has always remained keenly aware of how the obligation to ex-
plain oneself still weighs more heavily on black artists than on white, and 
may always be so—because, as she recognizes, the demands for explanation 
and justi¢cation from artists of color, especially women, are part of how 
white supremacy continues to shape the (art) world and its institutions. 
In 1994, in a postscript reÎecting on her groundbreaking essay “Olympia’s 
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Maid”—presented ¢rst on a panel at the College Art Association’s annual 
conference in 1992—she noted, not without frustration, that “whether I will 
it or not, as a black female artist my work is at the nexus of aÌravated psy-
chic and social forces as yet mostly uncharted,” which required explaining 
not only her own view and the implications of her work but also “the mul-
tiple tensions between contemporary art and critical theory, subjectivity and 
culture, modernism and postmodernism, and, especially for a black female, 
the problematic of psychoanalysis as a leitmotif through all of these.”13 As re-
cently as the eve of this book’s publication, O’Grady has written about this 
almost impossibly onerous obligation, quoting Toni Morrison:

It’s not enough to make the work. First, one may have to answer questions 
of motivation: Why this? Why now? What are you doing? More often, 
one must ¢nd or invent language so the work can be understood, be seen, 
by us as well as them. This can frequently take years. I love the quote by 
Toni Morrison: “the function, the very serious function of racism . . . is 
distraction. It keeps you from doing your work. It keeps you explaining 
over and over again.”14

THE ROLES OF ARTIST and critic have always been simultaneous for 
O’Grady. Her education in the art world—with its possibilities and its blind 
spots, with its shocking segregation—required critical analysis and visual 
elaboration, and indeed she claimed at one point to want to make “art as an 
art critic.”15 At the same time, she was writing art criticism as an artist. Find-
ing the models for her approach to art criticism was no easier than ¢nding 
those for her art making, as she revealed in a recent email:

When I began reading art magazines seriously in the late 70s . . . I was 
struck by how badly written Artforum was. French theory seemed to have 
come to the art world a decade after it had conquered literature. The 
eÈort to “speak French” by “American talkers” had left them tongue- tied. 
That plus the fact that words often seemed treated more like physical 
objects than like signi¢ers tethered to meaning made the essays uninten-
tionally annoying and funny, as in LOL funny. For a while, I didn’t know 
what to read (other than Third Text).16

A number of her pieces for Artforum, to which she contributed regularly 
till around 1994, attest to the ways in which she refused to separate her criti-
cism from her art, taking every opportunity to reveal the underlying racial 
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logic of the art world and to map out the terrain in which a black woman 
steeped in the most challenging literary and critical race theory could ¢nd 
a provisional footing. An article on the Women’s Action Coalition (“Dada 
Meets Mama”) discusses her ambivalent relationship with the almost en-
tirely white feminist activist group, which both provided her with opportu-
nities to engage in direct action and revealed to her the limitations of white 
bourgeois feminism to deal with racial and class diÈerence. In “The Cave,” 
she uses an opportunity presented by the zeitgeist—Hollywood’s embrace of 
black ¢lm directors—to ask, “Where are the women?”17 In her quest to dis-
cover the reasons for the occlusion of black women ¢lmmakers, she allows 
us at once to understand the ways in which these structural conditions are 
driven by the particular economies, critical landscapes, and biases of the 
movie industry and to see how these limitations might function in the art 
world (and in fact many other spheres). A piece on Sean Landers, a much- 
celebrated bad boy of the New York art scene in the early 1990s, oÈers what 
seems to be the ¢rst—and, for a long time, only—serious critique of the then- 
emerging art historical/critical language of “the abject” from a critical, race- 
focused perspective.18 Against the scholarly tide, O’Grady saw “the abject” 
functioning not as a race- neutral means of admitting to the clean spaces of 
modern art the messy, the impure, and the degraded but, rather, as a rhetori-
cal tool for admitting everything formerly associated with blackness into the 
art world without actually admitting blackness itself.

In the case of the Sean Landers piece especially, one is struck by O’Grady’s 
prescience, her ability to analyze and assess a discourse at the moment of its 
formation. But equally important is her insistence on speaking, in almost all 
of her art criticism, of how her own art, by proposing a diÈerent set of con-
ceptual terms than that of the mainstream, is an equal and necessary part 
of that art world. Comparing her own iterative artistic practice to Landers’s 
unwillingness to self- censor or self- contain his adolescent white male voice, 
she writes: “I ¢nd a diÈerence between Landers’ logorrhea and the way my 
own work is driven from medium to medium and from style to style by the 
compulsion to get it all in. This lack and this over- abundance are dialecti-
cally related, and I don’t want to choose between them. . . . Even the dullest 
of us should by now be able to sense that the cultural projects of the West 
and the non- West are each implicated in a larger history. And if we don’t all 
keep getting it said, how will we ¢nd out what that is?”19 This insistence on 
keeping in play the two sides of this dialectic—Landers’s logorrhea (a privi-
lege of his white masculinity) and her own compulsion to get it all in (an im-
perative born of her position as a black woman)—rather than privileging one 
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over the other or erasing the diÈerence between them is, as we will see, one 
of the most foundational, and radical, aspects of O’Grady’s project.

IN THE EARLY 1990S, another theme emerged in O’Grady’s writings, one 
that arose from and fed her larger artistic practice and would go on to solidify 
her inÎuence on other artists: an exploration of black female subjectivity as 
both the expression of the most intimate and personal aspects of selâood and 
a function of larger cultural and historical forces. She articulated the idea in 
early texts such as “Black Dreams” (1983), a ¢rst- person dream journal that 
made clear that even her unconscious desires and fears were framed and de-
termined by the experience of racism, and in performances like Nefertiti/De-
vonia Evangeline, in which she sought to come to terms with her relationship 
with her deceased older sister by recourse to ancient Egyptian history, cross-
cultural mythology, and psychoanalysis. But it was with “Olympia’s Maid”—
published ¢rst in 1992, and then again with a postscript in 1994—that she 
homed in on “the need to establish our subjectivity in preface to theorizing 
our view of the world.”20 Drawing on a breathtaking range of cultural theo-
rists, including Stuart Hall, Edward Said, Homi Bhabha, Paul Gilroy, Gayatri 
Spivak, Trinh Minh- ha (many of whom were involved in the important post-
colonial studies journal Third Text), the art historian Judith Wilson, the liter-
ary and cultural theorist Hortense Spillers, and others, O’Grady begins with 
the question of who, exactly, was the black woman who posed as the atten-
dant in Manet’s Olympia. While a number of white feminists had addressed 
the question of the model for Olympia herself—attempting to wrest subjec-
tivity for her from the male artist’s Îattening and objectifying gaze—no one 
had proposed the same for Laure, the model for her maid.21

O’Grady’s question pointed to an important historical lacuna that, in 
years since, has engaged a number of black women artists but—another in-
stance of her too soon- ness, perhaps—is only now, a quarter century later, 
being addressed by art historians.22 Whatever its inÎuence on the discipline, 
however, her goal was not simply an academic one: “Olympia’s Maid” marked 
a turning point for O’Grady, one that acknowledged “the need to establish 
our subjectivity in preface to theorizing our view of the world.” “Critiquing 
them,” she wrote, “does not show who you are: it cannot turn you from an ob-
ject into a subject of history.”23

To establish subjectivity for the black woman at the moment of a sort 
of stiÈening of postmodern theory in the American academy—when analy-
sis was purportedly moving toward the dismantling of the subject in favor of 
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pure discursive construct—was no easy feat. But it was necessary nonethe-
less: how to countenance throwing out the subject before black people had 
a chance to occupy such a position? While much postmodern thought had 
addressed itself to identifying—and even dismantling—foundational oppo-
sitions such as male/female, white/black, culture/nature, and mind/body, 
O’Grady was one of a number of feminist thinkers who saw such decon-
structive moves as, paradoxically, retrenching the unequal power relations on 
either side of these binaristic divides. “When Western modernist philoso-
phy’s ‘universal subject’ ¢nally became relativized . . . , rather than face life 
as merely one of multiple local subjects, it took refuge in denying subjectivity 
altogether,” she observed dryly.24 By imagining that such oppositions had 
been overcome in discourse, the primacy of the male- white- culture- mind 
had been stealthily upheld once again. Even with the challenges posed by 
deconstruction, O’Grady recognized, the basic Western ontology, in which 
“somebody always has to win,” remains intact.

In the face of this, she cites the theorist Gayatri Spivak as a model for her 
thinking about the need to retain terms like “nature” and “the body”—terms 
most often associated with the black subject—in our analysis of subjectivity, 
despite the charges of “essentialism” that often resulted. Embracing Spivak’s 
“strategic essentialism”25—her willingness to admit to an irreducible, non-
discursive form of being at the point that femininity, and speci¢cally brown 
femininity, was at risk of slipping away in theoretical analysis—was, for 
O’Grady, a means of tackling an urgency: the need to map a self that existed 
beyond culture, not forever trapped by a racist logic in which the black sub-
ject would always be lesser.

It is no overstatement to say that the greatest barrier I/we face in winning 
back the questioning subject position is the West’s continuing tradition 
of binary, “either: or” logic, a philosophic system that de¢nes the body in 
opposition to the mind. Binaristic thought persists even in those contem-
porary disciplines to which black artists and theoreticians must look for 
allies. Whatever the theory of the moment, before we have had a chance 
to speak, we have always already been spoken and our bodies placed at the 
binary extreme, that is to say, on the “other” side of the colon. Whether 
the theory is Christianity or modernism, each of which scripts the body 
as all- nature, our bodies will be the most natural. If it is poststructural-
ism/postmodernism, which through a theoretical sleight of hand gives 
the illusion of having conquered binaries, by joining the once separated 
body and mind and then taking this “uni¢ed” subject, perversely called 
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“fragmented,” and designating it as all- culture, we can be sure it is our sub-
jectivities that will be the most culturally determined.26

This critique of Western thought was articulated, in “Olympia’s Maid” 
and over the course of her career, as a political manifesto: a call to the bar-
ricades for black artists and other artists of color to reveal the moments in 
which a more hybrid and philosophically sophisticated notion of “both/and” 
could replace a Manichean structure that was, at root, the sustaining con-
cept that made antiblackness possible and persistent. Rejecting either/or-
ism and embracing both/and- ism was and continues to be, for O’Grady, the 
most urgent task in the ¢ght against white supremacy.

If artists and theorists of color were to develop and sustain our critical 
Îexibility, we could cause a permanent interruption in Western “either: 
or- ism.” And we might ¢nd our project aided by that same problematic 
imbrication of theory, whose disjunctive layers could signal the persis-
tence of an unsuspected “both: and- ism,” hidden, yet alive at the subter-
ranean levels of the West’s constructs. Since we are forced to argue both 
that the body is more than nature, and at the same time to remonstrate that 
there is knowledge beyond language/culture, why not seize and elaborate 
the anomaly? In doing so, we might uncover tools of our own with which 
to dismantle the house of the master.27

For O’Grady, an embrace of blackness as a condition of being was cen-
tral to this endeavor—she refers often to W. E. B. Du Bois’s observation of 
the “double consciousness” required of black people who were compelled 
by a history of enslavement and forced migration into a diasporic condition 
that required being able to imagine a self constituted of multiple centers 
(a here and a there) versus a single locus of subjectivity.28 To resist the subtle 
but devastating erasure of black subjectivity enacted by postmodern theory 
would require an acknowledgment and embrace of the idea that Africans in 
the diaspora were in fact “the ¢rst postmoderns.” She elaborated this idea in 
written form, in pieces like “Olympia’s Maid,” and in artworks such as The 
First and Last of the Modernists, which compared and contrasted the ¢gures 
Charles Baudelaire and Michael Jackson, and Flowers of Evil and Good, which 
explored the lives of Baudelaire’s mistress Jeanne Duval and O’Grady’s own 
mother, Lena. To reclaim black female subjectivity “not as an object of his-
tory, but as a questioning subject” would require rejecting the “either/or” 
oppositions of emotion and intellect, of public and private, of personal and 
historical/cultural.
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PERHAPS PARADOXICALLY, from very early in her career, O’Grady was con-
vinced that it was not simply her blackness but the particular manifestation 
of her blackness—her multiracial background, typical of black people outside 
the African continent to greater or lesser degrees thanks to historical exigen-
cies and colonial violence—that was “a crucible for the lessons that black-
ness teaches.”29 In fact, O’Grady has long embraced terms like “mulatto” 
and “miscegenation”—terms that recall legalistic notions of race rooted in 
America’s ongoing history of slavery and its eÈects—to refer to her own com-
plex heritage. Works like Landscape (Western Hemisphere), a video from 2010, 
¢nds a bodily correlate for the long history of displacement and diaspora that 
has resulted in the uneasy, unstable, wholly ideological but still oppressive 
concept of blackness in the West. On a large screen in a darkened space, we 
see the artist’s own hair, in extreme close- up, in diÈerent lights and at diÈer-
ent times of day, ruãed by air currents that seem to change direction. Its tex-
ture ranges from silky waves to tightly wound kinks—it is not one thing, but 
many simultaneously. The accompanying audio suÌests this multiplicity 
is tied to geography, as soundscape of the ocean waves and squawking birds 
shift from the Caribbean to New England, two of the origins the artist can 
claim as her own.

For O’Grady, hybridity is not an erasure of diÈerence—the synthesis of 
black and white into an indistinct “gray,” the white liberal’s Kumbaya fan-
tasy that as black and white mix further racism will disappear—but, rather, 
a means to allow both sides of the racialized coin, along with the myriad 
complexities and correlates that emerge from the opposition, to be recog-
nized simultaneously, outside the inevitable hierarchies imposed by “either/
or” thinking. It is, moreover, a fact of—a product of—history. For her, the 
idea of miscegenation is one to be thought through. “My attitude about hy-
bridity,” she has said,

is that it is essential to understanding what is happening here. People’s 
reluctance to acknowledge it is part of the problem. . . . The argument 
for embracing the other is more realistic than what is usually argued for, 
which is an idealistic and almost romantic maintenance of diÈerence. But 
I don’t mean interracial sex literally. I’m really advocating for the kind of 
miscegenated thinking that’s needed to deal with what we’ve already cre-
ated here.30

The double—or triple, or endlessly multiplying—consciousness of the mu-
latto subject has served, in O’Grady’s work, to reveal the operations of white 
supremacy and the productively troubling presence of blackness in a variety 
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of forms in Western culture, from the writing of ancient Egyptian history, 
to the birth of modern poetry, to the construction of late twentieth- century 
celebrity. The intellectual vantage point of the diasporic subject’s always- 
riven experience, and the hybridity that marks her very being, is necessary 
not just for understanding black subjectivity but in fact, as O’Grady made 
clear in a 1994 lecture, for survival (of our communities? of our species?); this 
hybridity is a means of psychological and civic equilibrium. Her words seem 
especially resonant now, twenty- ¢ve years later, as we face a global crisis of 
forced migration due to war, economic injustice, racial and sectarian vio-
lence, and climate change:

It is diaspora peoples’ straddling of origin and destination, their internal 
negotiation between apparently irreconcilable ¢elds that can oÈer para-
digms for survival and growth in the next century. Well, I should say that 
the caveat is if, and always if, they choose to remember the process of 
straddling and negotiation and to analyze the resulting diÈerences. A sim-
plistic merging with the host or captor always beckons. But I do think that 
in a future of cultural crowding, the lessons of diaspora and hybridity can 
help us move beyond outdated originary tropes, teach us to extend our 
sensitivities from the inside to the outside, perhaps even help us to main-
tain a sense of psychological and civic equilibrium.31

This conceptual realization has driven O’Grady’s work in all of its mani-
festations. The formal device that O’Grady landed on to tackle this onto-
logical problem was that of the diptych, an arrangement whose doubling set 
up an irresolvable, endless, mutually inÎecting play of signi¢cation. In a text 
from 2018, O’Grady explained,

For me, the diptych can only be both/and. When you put two things that 
are related and yet totally dissimilar in a position of equality on the wall, 
for example, they set up a conversation that is never- ending. It’s a totally 
unresolvable, circular conversation. And I think that that “both/and” lack 
of resolution—the acceptance and embrace of it, as opposed to the West-
ern “either/or” binary, which is always exclusive and hierarchical—needs 
to become the cultural goal. The diptych, which is actually anti- dualistic, 
has served me to make the point against “either one, or the other.”32

Look closely at O’Grady’s work and you will ¢nd diptychs everywhere. 
Take one example: The Clearing, part of the artist’s project Body Is the Ground 
of My Experience (1991), consists of two photomontaged panels mounted side 
by side, one showing the ecstasy of sexual union between a black woman 
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and white man, the other showing the simultaneous violence adhering to 
such unions by transforming the woman into a cadaver and the man into 
a tattered knight. Though hardly explicit or prurient, O’Grady has spoken 
extensively of the ways that the deceptively simple “both/and” form of the 
work, and its literalization of the implications not only of interracial rela-
tionships but of “miscegenated thinking,” have troubled viewers even to this 
day.33 “With no resolution, you just have to stand there and deal,” she once 
explained to a visitor to her studio.34 But the diptych operates in more con-
ceptual—even metaphorical—ways as well: in the both/and of anger and joy 
that marked the performance of Mlle Bourgeoise Noire; in the simultaneity 
of de¢ance and celebration of her street performance at Harlem’s African 
American Day Parade in 1983, Art Is . . . ; in the one- to- one pairing of white 
and black artists in The Black and White Show; in the relationship to her earli-
est bodies of work (Cutting Out the New York Times) and one of her most recent 
(Cutting Out CONYT), and so on.

The word “diptych” itself refers to ancient, hinged writing tablets and to 
early European altarpieces that could fold like a book, confusing the bound-
ary between image making and writing. This is hardly an accident. In addi-
tion to functioning within O’Grady’s visual output, and between her vari-
ous art projects, the concept also allows us to situate O’Grady’s writings in 
relation to her artwork. In a lecture she gave in 1994 to coincide with the 
¢rst installation of Miscegenated Family Album at Wellesley College, she spoke 
of the way in which her speech could operate as a complicating factor, the 
other side of a diptych to those photographic pairings that hung on the walls:

I have tried to examine my practice in words that hopefully cut a crev-
ice between the magic of the installation and my overdetermined cre-
ation of it. I wanted to set up a situation where the movement back and 
forth between the experience of the piece and the process of hearing me 
talk about it might be disorienting, might create the feeling of anxiously 
watching your feet as you do an unfamiliar dance. Because it’s what hap-
pens when you get past that, when you can listen to the music without 
thinking, that is most of what I mean by hybridism and diaspora.35

In the following pages, the reader is invited to take part in the unfa-
miliar dance that O’Grady oÈers us by attending to the many textual dip-
tychs contained therein. As with most collections of artists’ writings, the 
individual essays and interviews here are grouped together under various 
rubrics that speak to the dominant themes in O’Grady’s work. “Statements 
and Performance Transcripts” oÈers up a series of texts that will stand in 
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for an art historical overview of the artist’s career. “Writing in Space” in-
cludes essays and interviews in which O’Grady has articulated her relation-
ship to the means and media she explores, including the written word. “Re-
claiming Black Female Subjectivity” comprises texts that clarify the roots 
and consequences of O’Grady’s concern with Eurocentric theory, including 
mainstream, or white, feminism, dating from her early involvement with 
the feminist collectives Heresies and the Women’s Action Coalition, and 
centers on her crucial essay “Olympia’s Maid.” “Hybridity, Diaspora, and 
Thinking Both/And” gathers essays in which the productive complications 
introduced by her insistence on “miscegenated” thinking are explored, in 
relation to both her own work and the cultural productions of others, in-
cluding Flannery O’Connor, William Kentridge, and the surrealists. “Other 
Art Worlds” includes a number of examples of the ways in which O’Grady 
has, over the years, shone a light on the oversights of the mainstream art 
world and revealed, to those who would attend to them, the existence and 
persistence of the black avant- garde; the writings in this section are almost 
startling in their demonstrations of her prescient thinking—she was saying 
things about the art worlds of the 1980s and 1990s that are only now being 
fully recognized and understood by curators, critics, and historians. Finally, 
“Retrospectives” comprises a pair of wide- ranging and in- depth interviews 
along with a narrative of her early career and two examples of her forays into 
rock criticism. The pieces are for the most part organized chronologically 
within each section. Unless otherwise indicated, ellipses are in the original; 
they do not indicate omitted text.

But despite these organizing themes, there are countless opportunities for 
making connections between texts and allowing each to complicate, contra-
dict, and illuminate the other. Some signposts have been provided, in the 
form of editor’s notes (marked by an [Ed.]), brief introductory paragraphs, 
and “See Also” sections placed at the end of the individual texts that point 
out ways in which O’Grady’s writings relate not only to speci¢c artworks 
but also to each other. For example, just as Cutting Out the New York Times 
(1977), the artwork itself, needs to be read in tension with Cutting Out CONYT
(2018), her recent “remix” of that older piece, so too does the text O’Grady 
wrote about the earlier work need to be read in concert with one that she 
penned to illuminate the later one (“On Creating a Counter- confessional 
Poetry”). A 1998 conversation with a studio visitor on her choice of the dip-
tych form (“The Diptych vs. the Triptych”) should be seen in light of a re-
cent gathering of email snippets, “Notes on the Diptych, 2018.” And “My 
1980s,” a 2012 article written for the College Art Association’s Art Journal, 
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based on a lecture she gave at the Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art 
as part of programming for the traveling exhibition “This Will Have Been,” 
curated by Helen Molesworth, is to be paired with the 2018 “On Creating a 
Counter- confessional Poetry.” O’Grady and I have oÈered some of these con-
nections; readers will, in the course of their engagement, ¢nd other points 
of contradiction and aÖnity. The point is not to explain away that which 
seems irresolvable, but to see what we can learn by allowing those tensions 
to coexist—by sitting with the diÈerences. The goal is to allow this volume to 
introduce—not simply by its contents, but by the experience of reading over 
time, by the experience of connecting essays and interviews in nonlinear 
ways—this central idea of O’Grady’s aesthetic and theoretical project: the 
productive value of thinking many things at once.

ONE OF THE ENDURING “both/and” qualities of O’Grady’s practice is her 
ability to oÈer both seriousness and joy, pleasure and critique, beauty and 
politics in a single experience—dualities that are most often thought of as 
contradictory or mutually exclusive in contemporary art, as she has noted 
in the past.36 She describes herself as an “equal- opportunity critic” and con-
siders her critique “a back- and- forth between anger and love”37—a both/and 
approach that has been apparent from her earliest forays into performance, 
especially in regard to Mlle Bourgeoise Noire. The piece was born of her dis-
appointment in going to the Afro- American Abstraction show at PS1 in 1979: 
at ¢rst she was struck by the crowd, full of chic, brilliant, interesting artists 
with whom she could (at last!) aspire to build a creative community; she 
was brought down to earth when she realized that some of the work they 
were making was too tame, too polite, too clearly hemmed in by the rules 
of the white art world. Mlle Bourgeoise Noire was ¢rst performed at another 
opening at which many of these same PS1 artists were in attendance, at Just 
Above Midtown gallery, the space run by Linda Goode Bryant that was in 
many ways the epicenter of the black avant- garde in New York in the late 
1970s and 1980s. O’Grady, in her beauty queen persona, dressed in a gown 
covered in white gloves (symbols of middle- class black culture’s aspirations 
to white cultural status and achievement) and wielding a cat- o- nine- tails 
(“the whip that made plantations move”), decried the internalized and ex-
ternalized racism limiting black artists from creating art that challenged the 
institutions that were excluding them. The performance climaxed with Mlle 
Bourgeoise Noire shouting a poem that ended with the line “BLACK ART 
MUST TAKE MORE RISKS!”

ternalized racism limiting black artists from creating art that challenged the 
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O’Grady did not limit her critique to her black artistic peers, however: 
when she restaged her “kamikaze performance” at the opening of a show at 
the New Museum titled Persona in 1981, which included not a single black 
artist, the poem Mlle Bourgeoise Noire intoned declared, “NOW IS THE 
TIME FOR AN INVASION.” In her retrospective account of the work, she 
notes that she had been invited by the museum, before the performance, to 
design some educational programming for schoolchildren visiting the show 
and that the oÈer was withdrawn after her action. The detail is telling—a sig-
nal, at least in part, for why the embrace of her practice by museums has 
been so slow in coming, despite her centrality in the art world since the ¢rst 
moments of her career.38

It may be that the curators at the New Museum could only see Mlle Bour-
geoise Noire as a performance of hostility toward the institution. (The endur-
ing misrecognition of artists’ protest as unproductive aÌression, as opposed 
to constructive intervention, is a leitmotif of American art institutions.) 
But when it was included in WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution in 2007, 
O’Grady posted a number of unpublished photos of the performance on the 
exhibition’s website. She wanted to counter, she said, the too- common im-
pression people had that the piece was just about anger: by sharing pictures 
that showed her engaged in full- throated laughter and conversation with the 
other artists, critics, and curators associated with JAM who were there the 
night she performed there, she hoped to convey the joy also embodied in her 
alter ego. While O’Grady has often referred to the productive value of anger 
in her thinking, she is no less motivated by pleasure, delight, and laughter.

As will become clear in the following pages, O’Grady’s sense of humor and 
deep belief in the transformative possibilities of art leavens her bracing, sur-
gically precise, and sometimes even brutal approach to analysis. Take this, 
a parenthetical remark in her analysis of the spectacle around Jean- Michel 
Basquiat’s treatment by the mainstream art world: “It was an uncomfort-
able reminder that more was at stake than a game. (At some point between 
the Greeks and the free- agent clause, sport gave up its pretense to a cul-
tural meaning beyond narco- catharsis.)”39 Or this description of her friend 
George Mingo, a ¢xture at Just Above Midtown whose aspirations to art star-
dom couldn’t survive the realities of a segregated art world: “George didn’t 
take art seriously until late high school, when he saw a picture of Salvador 
Dali wearing a top hat and cape and carrying a gold- knobbed cane. With 
dreams of limousines and good- looking broads, he went oÈ to Cooper Union 
and discovered he was black a few years before multiculturalism. That was 
the end of that.”40 Or this, a devastatingly pithy takedown of a darling of the 
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bad- boy artist set: “Blissfully tone- deaf, he writes as if unconscious of how a 
phrase like ‘Surely pity for a whiner of my magnitude must be impossible’ 
echoes diÈerently in the corridors of power than when it is overheard by 
someone who really has something to whine about.”41

Indeed, after I had passed along to O’Grady a ¢rst draft of this introduc-
tion, I received a very long email. It contained the following paragraphs:

Basically, the text splits in two. There are about twenty- eight paragraphs. 
The ¢rst thirteen or so are about as ¢rst draft as you can get. You could 
drop them and no one would hear a splash. Episodic, and then and then 
and then, and nothing but description that’s not providing answers be-
cause it’s not asking questions.

Suddenly, in paragraph fourteen, the ¢rst sign of real thinking. Gradu-
ally it gets better and better, until by paragraph twenty or so you are Îy-
ing. The last paragraphs are as close to ¢rst class as the ¢rst half is to less 
than ¢rst draft.42

The metaphor of dropping paragraphs and not hearing a splash, the 
charge that the writing was not asking questions—all this is countered by the 
enthusiasm for what she sees, despite it all, happening in the text. She even 
saw that sad ¢rst draft as a diptych (“the text splits in two”). I laughed when 
I read it—especially at the rhyming riÈ at the end of the second paragraph—
then dug into her notes, and ended by completely rewriting the essay. I knew 
that O’Grady’s critique is a form of love—born of a desire for all of us to do 
the work that needs to be done. Why would I not attend to that, no matter 
how diÖcult the task, with the joy that comes from thinking through the 
world on these new terms, and letting myself be changed in the process? If 
they are read with as much care as they were written, O’Grady’s words are a 
gift, a call to action, and a vision of a world as it could be.
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5 WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution was curated by Cornelia Butler. It was 
on view at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, March 4– July 16, 
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Rock and Roll, with contributions by Lou Reed, Lenny Kaye, Danny Fields, 
Lorraine O’Grady, and Steven Watson (New York: Abrams Image, 2010), 106; 
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 8 Interview with Theo Davis, Sojourner: The Women’s Forum, November 1996, 
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and for all. Because power has the in¢nite capacity to resist, you ¢nd your-
self making the same arguments over and over and over. You’re in this loop. 
I think that’s where many black artists are now.” “Introducing: Lorraine 
O’Grady and Juliana Huxtable.”
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One. Statements and Performance Transcripts

Mlle Bourgeoise Noire 1955

Published in “Artists Chronicle,” High Performance #14 4, no. 2 (Summer 1981): 56.
1 In a 2007 piece on Mlle Bourgeoise Noire, O’Grady speaks in the third person of 

the reaction to the New Museum iteration of the performance: “Her next in-
vasion was of the New Museum, at the opening of the ‘Persona’ show in Sep-
tember 1981. The exhibit included nine artists using personas in their work. 
Mlle Bourgeoise Noire called it ‘The Nine White Personae Show.’ When in-
vited to give the outreach lectures to school kids for the show, she’d replied, 
‘Let’s talk after the opening.’ . . . After the opening, she was dis- invited from 
giving the outreach lectures to school kids.” [Ed.]

2 Bert Parks was best known as the legendary host (1955–79) of the annual Miss 
America Pageant telecast.

3 Born in French Guiana in 1912, and educated in Martinique and France, Léon 
Damas (1912–78) was one of the founders of the Négritude movement, along 
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